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1

Introduction

An electrical device is a device which is used in electrical circuits for operation and protection
of electrical wiring, drives, appliances, for measuring and using force effects of electric
current. There is a wide range of electrical devices in electric cars.
The electrical devices can be divided according to function:









switching devices – they switch on/off electrical circuits, they galvanically separate
the source from an appliance and they can be divide to:
-

hand operated – switches, disconnectors

-

automated – contactors, relays, shunt releases

controlling, switching and regulatory – providing the required functions of an
electrical circuit (semiconductor elements and passive parts)
protective devices – they protect electrical circuits and their surrounding against the
effects of failure states as:
-

overload – fuses, breakers and overcurrent relays

-

excess voltage – surge protection devices

-

electric shock – residual-current device

connecting – for permanent connection, screw terminals, plugs, armatures
measuring – measuring devices, probes and sensors
other – resistors, chokes, electromagnets and transformers

Attention! Dangerous voltage!
Only skilled workers can carry out work on electric cars. An unskilled manipulation with low
voltage technologies can result in situations which are life-threatening in connection with
electric shock. For a human organism there are dangerous alternating voltages higher than
25V and direct voltages higher than 60V. All dangerous places are marked with a safety
notice Attention an electrical device.

Fig.1 A warning notice against dangerous voltage
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2

Heating

Heating of electric cars can be realized by several ways:


direct heating



- Electric (resistance) heater
- Peltier cells
- Infrared heater
- Heat pump
indirect heating:
-

2.1

Cooling system of electric motor
Cooling system of frequency converter
Cooling system of accumulator

Electrical (resistance) air heater

The principal of electrical resistance air heating system lies in passing of electric current
through a conductor. In an electrical resistance air heater there is a heating spiral with a huge
resistance conductor and a heating medium which can directly heat up the air which is sucked
up either from the outside or from the inside when there is closed the air circulation in the car.
The solution of resistance air heater can be realized either by individual spirals which are
switched automatically according to the required temperature and the temperature of sucked
up air or by the resistance (glow) plugs which are mainly used for heating of batteries in
wintertime.
An electrical resistance air heater which directly heats up the sucked up air provides very fast
heating of car interior with a very easy regulation and in wintertime there is no danger that the
heating system freezes up. A disadvantage is a relatively small size when the spirals get dirty.
There is a danger that the sedimentary dust can cause a bad smell and some noise from the
relatively big ventilator which has also a big electric power take-off. The wiring part is
charged with 200-280V DC, the control part with 12V DC. The power input is about 1500W.
The ventilator is charged with 12V DC.

Fig.2 A ceramic resistance heating element

Fig.3 A ceramic resistance heating element
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Fig.4 A scheme of resistance heating connection

An electrical resistance water heater is principally similar to an air heater, but the medium is a
liquid which passes through an electrical heater and then it hands over the heat to the air in an
air exchanger which is driven in by a ventilator or by compression. An advantage is the easy
regulation of temperature, elimination of smells and noises. An electrical water heater is
substantially smaller than an electrical air heater. A disadvantage is the slower heating of car
interior and higher electric power consumption which is used by the ventilator and pump.
Charging of wiring ranges between 250-450V DC, the control part is charged with 12V DC.
The power input of heating cell is from 750W to 6kW. The pump and ventilator are charged
with 12V DC.
Diagnostics and repair:






diagnostics
checking fuses
checking contacts of heater´s connectors
checking the electrical current in a circuit by a measuring tool in controlling and
wiring part
removal and change of a heater
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Fig.5 A resistance water heater

Fig.6 A resistance water heater

Fig.7 A resistance water heater
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Fig.8 A resistance water heater

2.2

Peltier cells

The Peltier effect can be used mainly in connection with thermoelectric batteries. During the
Peltier effect there is the heat energy changed into electric one and also vice versa. This
principal is used in thermoelectric cooling or heating. A Peltier cell consists of two
semiconductor plates and a binding bridge which serves as a conductor of electrical energy
and at the same time as a heat or cool emmiter. Individual cells are connected in a series or
they form bigger units which cooperate, for example, with a resistance heater.
The thermoelectric heater and cooler can be simply regulated by the amount of electrical
current which flows through the Peltier cell.

Fig.9 The principle of the Pelltier cell
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Fig.10 A connection of Peltier cells in a battery

Fig.11 A Peltier cell

Diagnostics and repair:






diagnostics
checking fuses
checking contacts of heater´s connectors
checking the electrical current in a circuit by a measuring tool in controlling and
wiring part
removal and change of a heater
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2.3

Infrared heater

Infrared heaters use heat rays of the infrared spectrum and they do not heat up the air the same
way as rays of sunlight, but the objects on which they fall and then the warmed up objects
heat up the surrounding air. The advantages of this kind of heating are a lower temperature of
the air in comparison with the classical heating and a lower difference in temperatures by the
floor and ceiling of car. The wind chill temperature in the car is achieved sooner than with a
convetional way of heating and at lower electrical power consumption. A disadvantage of
infrared heating is that it affects only the objects which are in direct visibility of the infrared
panel. If there is an obstacle on the way, the rays of heat are reflected or absorbed. There are
mostly used ceramic infrared heat emmiters.
There is used a control unit of heating and a regulator to regulate the infrared heaters and their
output.

Fig.12 A ceramic infrared heater

2.4

Heat pump

To achieve the optimal temperature inside a car there is suitable and energy saving to use a
heat pump. Its advantage lies in lower electric power consumption in comparison to the heat
sources above mentioned. For heating the air inside the car there is used the heat energy from
the outside. It is a kind of low-potential heat energy and partially of electric power. The heat
pump can be used for heating as well as for cooling car´s interior.
The principal of heat pump is the change of cooling matter state (R134a) in a closed circuit.
The change of state comes about between the liquid and the gaseous state and this way it
absorbs or reversely hands over the heat and this heat it transports. In the heat pump circuit
there is overpressure in comparison to atmospheric pressure.
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Heat pumps mostly consist of these main components:
 electric air compressor
 evaporator/vaporizer
 expansion valve
 capacitator
 temperature, pressure and regulation sensors
The electric air compressor of the air-conditioning sucks up the gaseous cooling matter with a
low pressure which is compressed in the compressor and with the rising pressure there rises
also the temperature of the cooling matter. The compressor compresses the cooling matter in
gaseous state at a high temperature in the direction to the capacitator. The capacitator is a
place where there are separated the low pressure and high pressure parts of the heat pump
cooling matter circuit. The pressure and heat sensors register the pressure and temperature of
cooling matter and these quantities are changed into electric signal and this signal is sent to
the control unit of heat pump.
Diagnostics and repair:





diagnostics
checking fuses
checking contacts of heater´s connectors
removal and change of individual electrical components

If there drops out one or more sensor signals, the pressure and temperature of cooling matter
are controlled by the field of characteristics of control unit and there is made heating (cooling)
of the interior longer and there is made a record in the memory of events.
The electric compressor is usually charged with 220 V DC and the input is 5kW.

Fig.13 A heat pump connection – heating
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Description for figures 13 and 14

Fig.14 A heat pump connection – cooling

Fig.15 Heat pump compressor

Fig.16 Heat pump compressor
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2.5

Electric motor cooling

During an electric car driving there comes about warming up of the whole system due to the
electric current which passes through the coils and whirling currents in the magnetic circuit of
electric motor and by grinding in bearings. This effect has to be eliminated, so cooled down
because high temperatures make shorter the lifelong period of winding´s insulation. Cooling
is made by several ways. It can be either natural or made by its own ventilator or by an extra
ventilator or a heat pump. An electric motor is constructionally designed to make possible to
bring into the motor case the cooling liquid and with the support of electric pump to use this
liquid to heat up the interior of car. The regulation and controlling is automatic. If there is
needed heating there is closed the automotive cooler circuit and the heat is used for the
interior. In summer months we cool down the liquid in the automotive cooler with propelled
operation of the ventilator.
Diagnostics and repair:





diagnostics
checking fuses
checking contacts of heater´s and heat pump´s connectors
removal and change of individual electric components

Fig.17 A scheme of motor cooling and interior heating
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Fig.18 An electric motor with case cooling

Fig.19 An electric motor with case cooling

2.6

Cooling of frequency changer

Cooling of a frequency changer is carried out by a cooling liquid which flows through the
case of frequency changer. The taken over heat is used for heating of the car interior or it is
cooled by onrushes or by an extra ventilator in the automotive cooler. The heat is treated
similarly as in an electric motor and cooling of accumulator. This extra course is regulated by
the control unit of air conditioning, airing and heating.
Diagnostics and repair:



diagnostics
checking fuses
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checking contacts of heater´s and heat pump´s connectors
removal and change of individual electric components

Fig.20 Cooling of a frequency changer

Fig.21 Cooling of a frequency changer

2.7

Cooling of accumulator

Cooling of an accumulator is carried out similarly as it is with a frequency changer and an
electric motor with the difference that in time of low temperatures there is the heat delivered
into the accumulator system because low temperatures are not good for accumulators and they
lower their capacity. The whole process is controlled by the air conditioning control unit,
airing and heating with the support of BMS (Battery management system).
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Diagnostics and repair:





diagnostics
checking fuses
checking contacts of heater´s and heat pump´s connector
removal and change of individual electric components

Fig.22 Cooling (heating) of an accumulator

Fig.23 Scheme of cooling (heating) of an accumulator
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3

Air conditioning

Air conditioning unit has these basic functions – cools down, regulates air humidity and heats
the car interior. The principal is similar as with a heat pump. The control unit with
temperature a selector gives commands to the electric compressor for compressing the cooling
medium. The electric compressor has two voltage levels, the control part has 12V DC and the
wiring part up to 300V DC.
Diagnostics and repair:





diagnostics
checking fuses
checking contacts of air conditioning connectors
removal and change of individual electric components

Fig.24 A scheme of air conditioning connection
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4

Electric power steering

An electric power steering EPS uses an electric meter to control driving direction when the
sensor determines the position and torque of steering shaft and steering wheel and the
computer module determines in which way and what torque is effecting the steering or the
steering shaft.
EPSs use a speed sensor of car to adjust the power effect in dependence on driving conditions.
At low speeds there is a higher power effect and with rising speed of electric car the power
effect decreases. EPS with the support of other sensors and cameras can regulate the direction
of turning and regulate the commencing skid. These are the systems of car stabilization and
keeping the car in the lane (tiredness of driver) or other supportive systems as automatic
parking or autonomous steering.
In case of a fault of EPS there is kept the mechanical steering and there is not lost control over
steering the car. However, there are turned off all supportive steering systems.

Fig.25 A steering shaft with EPS

Diagnostics and repair:





diagnostics
checking fuses
checking contacts of steering connectors
removal and change of individual electric components
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ABS and other supportive driving systems

Anti – lock Brake System is with an automobile active safety element which prevents locking
the wheels when braking. It enables to keep controllability of car in limit situations when
fiercely braking. From electric point of view it is mostly about the rotary speed sensor, ABS
control unit and electrohydraulic steering valves.
The rotary speed sensors are inductive and they send voltage signals to the ABS control unit.
They calculate the speed and direction of motion, but mostly they evaluate the difference in
wheel rotation and it can regulate the braking pressure on individual wheels.
Diagnostics and repair:





diagnostics
checking fuses
checking contacts of ABS connectors
removal and change of individual electric components

Fig.27 Passive ABS sensor – inductive
(1 - permanent magnet, 2 - magnetically soft pole extension,
3 - winding, 4 – air gap, 5 – cogged wheel)
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Fig.28 An ABS active sensor

Fig.29 A wheel hub with integrated ABS sensor
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Fig.30 An ABS ring integrated in a bearing and an ABS sensor

Fig.31 Diagnostic patterns of a fault on passive sensor
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Fig.32 Diagnostic patterns of fault states of an active ABS sensor

ABS sensors use other systems, ESP – Electronic stability program and ASR – Anti-slip
regulation)
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Automotive lighting

Exterior lighting of electric cars is solved by several ways which take into account more
factors. Two basic factors are electric power consumption and lighting source costs.
Low powered technologies are:





Xenon lamps
LEDs
OLEDs
LASER LEDs

High powered technologies of lighting:



Bulbs
Halogen light bulbs

Fig.33 A list of the most used bulbs and lamp caps.
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6.1

Xenon lamps/High intensity discharge (HID)

The source of light in xenon lamps is a discharge tube which comprises two electrodes and
innert gas (Xenon). The arc is made between two electrodes at high voltage which is produced
by an ignition coil. The light spectrum is similar to daylight. The innert gas helps to fast
ignition of the arc and to fast full light output.
The headlamps can be designed as:





Xenon discharge tubes for meeting lamps and halogen bulbs for high beam lamps
Bi – Xenon headlamps, one discharge tube for meeting lamps and another one for high
beam lamps in the same headlamp.
Xenon discharge tubes as the only source of light for meeting and high beam lamps
with dimmers against dazzling while keeping the same electric input
Xenon discharge tubes for high beam lamps and for meeting LEDs

Advantages:




2.5 times higher luminous efficacy at the same input as with a halogen bulb
longer light range of light cone and at the same time wider scattering of light in
proximity of a car
6 times longer lifelong period than with a halogen bulb

Disadvantages:



more complex devices, control units and ignition fuse (source of MV)
headlamps washers and automatic position setting of headlamps in dependence on
loading of car

Fig.34 A Xenon discharge tube

Fig.35 A Xenon discharge tube
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Diagnostics and repair:








6.2

diagnostics
checking fuses
checking contacts of connectors
checking of electric current in a circuit of measuring tool (ELV)
removal of xenon discharge tubes
installation of xenon discharge tubes
potential change of ignition fuse (ATTENTION, it is a source of MV)
diagnostics of control unit, reloading of firmware or changing
LED lighting

LED headlamps are a source of light using an electroluminescent diod or diodes.
There are two ways of lighting: static headlamps and active headlamps.
LED headlamps are designed:




LED for lamps used for daylight lighting
LED for meeting lamps and Xenon discharge tubes for high beam headlamps
LED for meeting and high beam headlamps

Fig.36 Scheme of LED headlamp principle
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Fig.37 Static LED headlamps

Fig.38 An active LED system of headlamps

Diagnostics and repair:








diagnostics
checking fuses
checking contacts of connectors
checking of electric current in a circuit of measuring tool
removal of LED components or whole headlamp
installation of LED components or whole headlamp
diagnostics of control unit, reloading of firmware or changing
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6.3

OLED lighting

OLED – is an organic light-emitting diode is used in the form of panel lights for signalization,
end and interior lamps. Steady illumination of areas of various shapes and colours are used in
rear headlamps where there can be combined all signalization and end lamps in one panel.

Fig.39 OLED rear headlamps

Fig.40 Technology of OLED lamps in an Audi
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6.4

LASER LED lighting

LASER LED headlamps are equipped with small, but efficient LED lasers which are devided
into small pixels. A ray of light can illuminate a road in high resolution and with an exact
control of place. Individual light points (small mirrors) whose edge measures several
hundredth of millimetres are tilted up to 5000 times per second by an electrostatic field and
there is provided this way that the light is reflected from these points and it illuminates
exactly defined place in a road.

Fig.41 A principal of LASER LED headlamps

Diagnostics and repair:




6.5

diagnostics
checking fuses
checking contacts of headlamps´ connectors
removal and change of individual electrical components
Bulbs

A bulb uses wolfram thread (filament) to change electrical energy into light incandescent. The
filament is in a glass bulb filled with an innert gas, mostly with argon or Krypton.
Advantages:






price
no other control components are needed
not emitting dangerous illumination
they are emitting similar spectrum as sun rays
constant source of light without blinking
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Disadvantage:



high power demands and low efficiency
a short lifelong period

Diagnostics and repair:





diagnostics
checking fuses
checking contacts of headlamp´s connectors
removal and change of individual electrical components

Fig.42 A twin filament bulb 12 V 21 / 5 W (BaY15d)

Fig.44 A single filament bulb (sufit) 12 V 5 W (SV 8.5)
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Fig.43 A LED substitution

Fig.45 A LED substitution

Fig.46 A Full-glass bulb without a lamp cap 12 V 5 W (W 2.1 x 9.5 d)

6.6

Fig.47 A LED substitution

Halogen lamp

A halogen lamp is a special kind of bulb which reaches a higher temperature of filament and
higher efficacy and the light spectrum is shifted closer to white colour. By adding a halogen
element, bromine or iodine there is slowered the evaporation of wolfram filament and this
way the lifelong period is made longer and there is increased the light flow of this lamp.
Advantages:



30 % lower power consumption in comparison to a bulb
a longer lifelong period

Disadvantages:



a higher price in comparison to a bulb
more heat produced by a halogen lamp (higher demands on cooling)

Diagnostics and repair:





diagnostics
checking fuses
checking contacts of headlamp´s connectors
removal and change of individual electrical components
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Fig.48 A halogen lamp 12 V 100 W (H7)

Fig.49 A LED substitution (H7)

Fig.50 A halogen lamp 12 V 55 W (H1)

Fig.51 A LED substitution (H1)

Fig.52 A halogen lamp 12 V 60 / 55 W (H4)

Fig.53 A LED substitution (H4)
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7

Dashboard power supply wiring for portable devices (a cell phone, a
laptop…)

A source of dashboard voltage is a DC/DC converter which converts a certain voltage from an
accumulator. This voltage changes with the state of remaining capacity, to the constant
voltage of 12 V DC. For providing permanent dashboard power supply of 12 V DC there is a
classical lead or gel accumulator in the electric car which is charged via a DC/DC converter.
The dashboard power supply wiring leads to the fuse boxes where are protected the individual
circuits. In the circuits there are used switches, buttons and contactors or relays. Some
appliances are controlled by the dashboard control unit which connects them either by a
mechanical relay, contactor or electronic switch (transistor, triac, thyristor). For powering
portable devices there are several connection slots with the charge of 12 V DC, USB ports for
connection with an Infotainment and data transmission. They can also be used as a source for
charging of portable devices in the car. Another possibility for charging is a 230V AC socket
for class II appliances and with the output mostly up to 200 W.
The connectors and relays carry out remote switching of circuits with a high current take off
or switching circuits with the voltage higher than it is possible to switch the control unit or
switching element on the dashboard. They are mostly placed as close as possible to the
appliance or to the fuse carrier. The connectors for electric cars are designed as airtight,
sparkless for explosive environment with limited oxidation of contacts. Their switching range
is from 1000V up to 2000A DC.
A disconnector is a device which is used for safety disconnection of power supply unit in an
electric car, namely the accumulator from the rest of the car. When turned on the disconnector
has to carry electric current up to 4000 A DC. Using a disconnector is always necessary
during maintenance or repair.

Fig.54 Connectors for connection of conductors up to 1000V
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Fig.55 A connector gland up to 1000 V F

Fig.56 A connection of power supply to the electric motor

Fig.57 Fuse links

Fig.58 A fuse link
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Fig.59 A fuse and a relay carrier

Fig.60 A contactor with controlling conductors

Fig.62 Contactor 2000A (8000A for 60 sec.)
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Fig.61 A dual contactor – main connecting clamps

Fig.63 A disconnector of accumulator

Fig.64 A fuse for 1000A

Diagnostics and repair:






diagnostics
checking fuses
checking a 12V DC accumulator
checking contacts of dashboard powering connectors
removal and change of individual electrical components
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8

Converter (DC/DC)

A converter is an electronic device which converts the low voltage from batteries of electric
cars to extra low voltage which can be used for charging of electric devices of a car. Extra low
voltage is used for lighting, radios and multimedia systems, control units, pumps and motors
of windscreen wipers. Most of all there are used the voltage of 12V and 5V USB plugs for
mobile devices. Charge voltages can be up to 1000V DC. On the output of converter there can
be currents with 12V DC and up to 200 A.

Fig.65 DC/DC converter

Fig.66 DC/DC converter
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Fig.67 DC/DC converter

Fig.68 A DC/DC converter circuit diagram

Diagnostics and repair:





diagnostics
fuse checking
checking contacts of converter connectors
removal and changing of individual electrical components
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9

Inverter (DC/AC)

An inverter changes direct current from an accumulator to alternating current which is used
for powering the electric car driving and other appliances using alternating current.

Fig.69 Invertor DC/AC Bosch

Fig.70 Invertor DC/AC JDE

Diagnostics and repair:





diagnostics
fuse checking
checking contacts of inverter´s connectors
removal and changing of individual electrical components
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10 BMS (Battery management system)
Charging of electric cars provides accumulators which have different designs. The output
voltage of accumulator is up to 1000V DC. Accumulators are monitored and controlled by a
BMS and they are charged by a module of alternating AC/DC inverter (single-phase or threephase system of charging) or DC charging without an AC/DC inverter. BMS permanently
monitors individual cells of accumulator and it is a key element of the whole scheme of
electric car charging and using of electrical energy.
BMS permanently checks the following values:







state of accumulator (of individual cells)
state of charge
discharge depth
temperature of individual battery parts
voltage and current
state of insulation

From the electric car point of view an accumulator is seen as a whole, but a BMS monitors
every cell in the accumulator in particular. BMS wiring balances deviations of accumulator
cells and at discharging or charging it regulates these disbalances and after a few charge
cycles the cells are formatted to the original values. If it was not this way, the cells which are
connected in a series would have higher impedance and lower capacity and it would affect
powering. By controlling charging and discharging the BMS provides a lifelong period of
accumulators to be as long as possible. Mostly, the control unit of BMS is placed right on the
accumulator and via a bus it sends the data on the display unit to the driver or to the
diagnostic device of a car service technician.
Diagnostics and repair:





diagnostics of BMS
fuse checking
checking contacts of BMS connectors
removal and changing of individual electrical components
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Fig.71 A scheme of BMS connection in an electric car

Fig.72 A scheme of BMS connection into an electric car system
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Fig.73 BMS Texas Instruments
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11 Charging
Charging of the accumulator carries out after connecting it to the grid of 230 V AC and to the
appropriate slot in the electric car. After connecting the AC/DC inverter provides changing of
alternating electrical energy to direct one and it charges the accumulators without BMS
support. The inverter is warming up when electric current is passing through it. It is necessary
to provide cooling which is possible to be carried out by air (a ventilator) or by water with an
automotive pump when the waste heat can be used for heating the automobile interior, like
with the waste heat from the accumulator when it is being charged. The whole process is
controlled by the BMS unit and the control unit of air conditioning, heating and ventilation.
Diagnostics and repair:





diagnostics of internal charging
checking fuses
checking contacts of connectors and charging plugs
removal and change of individual electrical components

Fig.74 Types of charging connectors
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Fig.75 A spare plug for charging

Fig.76 Charge plugs
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Fig.77 An inverter for charging batteries with cooling system

Fig.78 An inverter for charging batteries with cooling system
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